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The sonata began to lose its position of predominance among compositions in the
middle of the 19th century. Having been the platform for harmonic and thematic
development of music since the late baroque period the sonata entered a process of
reevaluation and experimentation with form. As a result fewer sonatas were being
composed with some composers dropping the genre completely. This dissertation looks
at the different approaches taken by the German, French and Russian schools of
composition and compares the solo and chamber music applications of the sonata form.
In the German tradition Franz Liszt's Sonata in b minor sets the standard for the
revolutionary approach to form while the Berg Sonata is a very conservative application
of form to an innovative use of extended chromaticism. Both composers chose to write
one movement through composed pieces with Liszt working with a very expansive use of
form and Berg being extremely compact and efficient.
Among the Russian composers, Prokofieff's third sonata is also a one movement
sonata, but he falls between Liszt and Berg in terms of the length of the piece and the use
of innovative musical language. Scriabin uses a two movement approach, but keeps the
element of a through composed piece with the same important material spanning both
movements. Stravinsky is the most conservative of these with a three movement sonata
that uses a mix of chromaticism and baroque and classical style influences.

The French almost stopped composing true sonatas except for chamber music
where Franck and Fauré write late romantic sonatas, while Debussy is very innovative
within a three movement sonata. Estampes, by Debussy, are taken in almost as an
afterthought to illustrate the direction Debussy takes in his piano solo music. While
Estampes is by definition a set of character pieces they function like a sonata with three
movements.
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